Dynamic clustering detection through multi-valued descriptors of dermoscopic images.
This paper introduces a dynamic clustering methodology based on multi-valued descriptors of dermoscopic images. The main idea is to support medical diagnosis to decide if pigmented skin lesions belonging to an uncertain set are nearer to malignant melanoma or to benign nevi. Melanoma is the most deadly skin cancer, and early diagnosis is a current challenge for clinicians. Most data analysis algorithms for skin lesions discrimination focus on segmentation and extraction of features of categorical or numerical type. As an alternative approach, this paper introduces two new concepts: first, it considers multi-valued data that scalar variables not only describe but also intervals or histogram variables; second, it introduces a dynamic clustering method based on Wasserstein distance to compare multi-valued data. The overall strategy of analysis can be summarized into the following steps: first, a segmentation of dermoscopic images allows to identify a set of multi-valued descriptors; second, we performed a discriminant analysis on a set of images where there is an a priori classification so that it is possible to detect which features discriminate the benign and malignant lesions; and third, we performed the proposed dynamic clustering method on the uncertain cases, which need to be associated to one of the two previously mentioned groups. Results based on clinical data show that the grading of specific descriptors associated to dermoscopic characteristics provides a novel way to characterize uncertain lesions that can help the dermatologist's diagnosis.